KENT MS THERAPY CENTRE

Improving the lives of those with MS, their families and those who care for them

MS Click &
Connect
An 8 Week Programme delivered via Zoom.
Log in details can be requested by calling the Kent MS Therapy
Centre on 01227 470 876
Members are invited to make a voluntary contribution of £35 for each
8 week course. There is a charge of £40 for each 8 week course for
all non-MS participants.

www.kentmstc.org

Art Workshop
with Artist, Amelia Mulvey
Mondays 11am - 12 noon via Zoom
14 September to 2 November 2020
"Our theme will be Autumn. In these workshops I take an artist each week whose work enhances
our understanding of art and how to make art. My aim is to inspire you to find your own unique
way of making art and work with confidence. We will be using a variety of materials, but the
inspiration of colour and paint will always be at the forefront! I really look forward to meeting you
and introducing you to the world of making art."
Week 1: Fruits of the Earth – In this session we will identify earth colours in a painting by Paul
Cézanne, 1839-1906.
Week 2: Making meaningful marks – Inspired by Cy Twombly, an Abstract Expressionist and a
prominent artist of his generation, in this session we push our abilities by freeing our mark
making up!
Week 3: Seeds – In this session we will draw a seed head in black Indian ink. Make use of a
sharp stick, pen or biro for dynamic lines.
Week 4: Autumn Leaves – in this session we explore the work of Georgia O'Keefe 1887- 1986.
O'Keefe was known as the founder of American modernism. More precisely her work was
termed 'percisionist'.
Weeks 5 & 6: Autumn Landscape – the view from your window – in this session I
have chosen a landscape painting by Maurice de Vlaminck, 1876-1958. Vlaminck was known
as a fauvist – his paintings were full of movement and highly coloured.
Week 7: Winter warmth – in this session we explore what is very close to us, in texture, feel
and attachment – I'm referring to the clothes that keep us warm!
Week 8: Gold – in this last session we look at a wooded landscape by Gustav Klimt, 1862 –
1918, an Austrian symbolist painter.
For full details of the programme and materials required, please see pages 28/29.

Mindfulness
with Lorraine Millard
Mondays 12 noon - 1pm via Zoom
14 September to 2 November 2020
Mindfulness can be described as the practice of paying attention in the present
moment, and doing it intentionally and with non-judgment. Mindfulness meditation
practices refer to the deliberate acts of regulating attention through the
observation of thoughts, emotions and body states.
Mindfulness can lead to:
Reduced Stress: Improved ability to manage stress
Increased Focus: Improved ability to pay attention, focus and concentrate
Improved Emotion Regulation: Reduced impulsiveness
Increased Emotional Intelligence: Improved conflict resolution skills
Increased Empathy and Respect: Increased empathy and understanding of
others
Increased Resilience: Increased capacity to overcome challenges
Improved Physical Well-being: Increased engagement in physical activity
Improved Creativity & Collaboration: Improved expression of creative arts.
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When Sh*[f]t Happens
& how to navigate through it

with Life Coach, Helen Connolly
Mondays, 1pm - 2pm via Zoom
14 September to 2 November 2020
A Life-Changing Diagnosis: Shape Me - Don’t Define Me!
Week 1: Holding Space for Others: How to be there for the people who need you
most. 8 Tips to Help You Hold Space for Others.
Week 2: Foundational Good Habits
Weeks 3 & 4: Exhaustion: How to recognise it in yourself and others. What to do if
you’re depleted or burned out. The 5 steps in “Emergency Phase” exhaustion.
A 7 strategy approach to recover from exhaustion.
A strategy to prevent depletion and exhaustion.
Week 5: Your Inner Critic: How to turn your Inner Critic into an Ally.
Week 6: How Change Happens and How to Make the Changes Stick.
Week 7: Why Saying “No” is Important and How to Actually Do It.
Week 8: Overwhelm First Aid Process: for those times when you’ve got a lot on
your plate and it all gets too much. This process will also help you get on top of any
emergencies and achieve some quick and easy wins.
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Anxiety Workshop
with Ana Garrancho
Tuesdays 11.30am to 12.30pm, via Zoom
15 September - 3 November 2020
Week 1 Understanding the biological and emotional
meaning of anxiety (theory)
Week 2 Healthy body, healthy mind (theory and goal plan)
Week 3 The kind mind (theory and goal plan)
Week 4 Assertive relationships (theory and goal plan)
Week 5 Mindfulness and environment (theory and goal
plan)
Week 6 Connect with people, animals and the planet
(theory and goal plan)
Week 7 Habits for wellbeing, resilience and adaptation
(theory)

KMSTC Book Club
with Lucy Hart
Monthly on Tuesdays from 2pm, via Zoom
22 Sept, 27 Oct, 24 Nov and 22 Dec 2020
We are a very friendly group of people who love to read!
We meet every month to discuss books chosen by myself or
members of the group. We are very informal and there is no
pressure if you are ever unable to complete the book or simply
don’t like that week’s choice.
If you like to meet new people and love reading then why not
join us - everyone is welcome!
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Workout Wednesday

Seated Pilates for people with MS
with Neuro-physio, Clare Triggs
Wednesdays 11am - 11.45am, via Zoom
16 September - 4 November 2020
Research has proven that exercise in general is beneficial for people with MS.
It’s important for maintaining health and well-being, and can help to alleviate
some MS symptoms. Pilates in particular is becoming more popular among
people with MS. There is good general evidence of the benefits of Pilates, and
there are now a small number of scientific studies which have investigated the
potential benefits specifically for people with MS. Some people with MS
find improvements in balance, mobility, fatigue, pain, cognitive function and
quality of life.
If you struggle with balance when standing then this class could be right for
you.
A screening form will be sent when booking.
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And relax...
with Therapist, Deborah Noakes
Wednesdays 2pm - 2.30pm, via Zoom
16 September - 4 November 2020
Week 1 Head to Toe Chill: Relaxation techniques to relax each part of the body.
Week 2 Shoulder and Neck Tightness and Stiffness - Tension Headache Relief. Learn self
massage techniques to release tension in the head, neck and shoulders including some
breathing exercises.
Week 3 Move those Chakras: A beautiful visualisation session that focuses on unblocking and
getting the seven energy centres flowing.
Week 4 Let's Get Breathing! Breath work exercises that help relax, relieve stress and boost the
immune system
Week 5 Fight the Fatigue: A visualisation and breathing exercise to help combat fatigue and reenergise and focus the mind
Week 6 Hands Up! A hand reflexology workshop. The same reflexology points that are on the
feet are on the hands. The focus points: anxiety, sleep problems, digestive problems and
headaches
Week 7 Let's Get Breathing! Breath work exercises that help relax, relieve stress and boost the
immune system
Week 8 Laughter Yoga Blast! An introduction to Laughter Yoga. This wonderful energetic
therapy can help relieve stress, anxiety and depression and can help boost the immune system.
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Intermediate Seated Yoga
for people with MS

with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry
Thursdays 11am - 12 noon, via Zoom
17 September - 5 November 2020
Yoga sessions designed to stimulate physical and mental wellbeing.
Yoga is a great way to combat stress and most yoga students learn to access a
place of inner peace and composure. The focus is on what students 'can ' do.
Each session has some focus on posture, breathing, concentration and
visualisation.
Yoga has the potential to reduce some of the physical symptoms of MS. Some
students feel improvements in strength and flexibility, posture, balance, focus,
circulation and digestion. Most students find that they experience a decrease in
tension, fatigue and some aches and pains that are associated with MS. Regular
yoga practice strengthens overall coping skills and increases the sense of
wellbeing.
For chair yoga, the requirements are a chair or other means of sitting, a reasonably
quiet space and loose, comfortable clothing.
A screening form will be sent when booking.
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Falls Prevention for
people with MS
with Neuro-physio Clare Triggs
Thursdays 1.30pm - 2.15pm via Zoom
17 September to 8 November 2020
Having multiple sclerosis can increase the risk of falling. For the majority of people
with MS, falls occur inside the home. The consequences of falls can be serious,
ranging from distress and loss of confidence through to injuries, pain and loss of
independence.
Falls are caused by a combination of factors either to do with objects in the
environment and/or health related issues. They are especially a concern for people
who use wheelchairs and scooters or mobility aids.
Health-related issues include visual problems, cognitive symptoms, problems with
mobility or side effects from medications and continence problems.
Whatever the reasons for your falls, physiotherapy can help improve muscle
strength and coordination, work on balance issues and give tips to reduce
environmental risk factors.
If you have regular falls or a fear of falling then this group could be for you.
A screening form will be sent when booking.
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Feel Fit Friday

Mat-based Pilates for people with MS

with Neuro-physio, Clare Triggs
Fridays 10.30am - 11.30 am, via Zoom
18 September - 6 November 2020
Research has proven that exercise in general is beneficial for people with MS.
It’s important for maintaining health and well-being, and can help to alleviate
some MS symptoms. Pilates in particular is becoming more popular among
people with MS. There is good general evidence of the benefits of Pilates, and
there are now a small number of scientific studies which have investigated the
potential benefits specifically for people with MS. Some people with MS
find improvements in balance, mobility, fatigue, pain, cognitive function and
quality of life.
A screening form will be sent when booking.
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Feel Good Friday
Singing from the Sofa

with Singing Coach, Kim Lloyd
Fridays 11am - 12 noon, via Zoom
18 September - 6 November 2020
Why not join us for some fun and singing?
We are learning a variety of songs across many genres, some with harmony
work, but the emphasis is on coming together to enjoy our love of singing.
No experience necessary - just a love for the joy of singing and keeping
connected!
Singing has been shown to:
Strengthen feelings of togetherness
Regulate heart rate
Reduce stress levels and depression
Improve feelings of social well-being
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Beginners' Seated Yoga
for people with MS

with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry
Saturdays 10am - 11am, via Zoom
19 September - 7 November 2020
Yoga sessions designed to stimulate physical and mental wellbeing.
Yoga is a great way to combat stress and most yoga students learn to access a
place of inner peace and composure. The focus is on what students 'can ' do.
Each session has some focus on posture, breathing, concentration and
visualisation.
Yoga has the potential to reduce some of the physical symptoms of MS. Some
students feel improvements in strength and flexibility, posture, balance, focus,
circulation and digestion. Most students find that they experience a decrease in
tension, fatigue and some aches and pains that are associated with MS. Regular
yoga practice strengthens overall coping skills and increases the sense of
wellbeing.
For seated yoga, the requirements are a chair or other means of sitting, a
reasonably quiet space and loose, comfortable clothing.
A screening form will be sent when booking.

Mat Work Yoga

for people with MS
with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry
Saturdays 11.30am - 12.30pm, via Zoom
19 September - 7 November 2020
Yoga sessions designed to stimulate physical and mental wellbeing.
Yoga is a great way to combat stress and most yoga students learn to access a
place of inner peace and composure. The focus is on what students 'can ' do.
Each session has some focus on posture, breathing, concentration and
visualisation.
Yoga has the potential to reduce some of the physical symptoms of MS. Some
students feel improvements in strength and flexibility, posture, balance, focus,
circulation and digestion. Most students find that they experience a decrease in
tension, fatigue and some aches and pains that are associated with MS. Regular
yoga practice strengthens overall coping skills and increases the sense of
wellbeing.
For mat work yoga the requirements are a yoga mat, a blanket, a reasonably quiet
space and loose comfortable clothing.

A screening form will be sent when booking.

1:1 MS Specialist
Counselling for people
with MS & those who
care for them
with Avril Hooker
By appointment via telephone
14 September to 2 November 2020
Counselling provides a setting where confidentiality is respected and where you
can be supported in clarifying what is important to you in your life through an
exploration of feelings, thoughts and meaning particular to you.
Effective counselling employs active listening and empathic responding to attempt
to enable you to work towards a resolution to your concerns. Humanistic
Counselling is non-directive and respects the autonomy of the individual and their
innate ability to find their own solutions.
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1:1 Hypnotherapy
with Bernie (Bernadette) Barry
By appointment, via telephone, Zoom or Skype
14 September - 2 November 2020
Sometimes we can feel as if we are stuck in a maze, or that unknown obstacles are
preventing us from making the progress we desire. We want to do something but
something is holding us back. “If you are ready for change, then hypnosis can help
you find your way out and move forward”
Our actions and behaviours may become stuck because we have learned to
respond in a certain way to the triggers in our environment. For example:
Always lighting a cigarette at a certain time
Feeling anxious at certain thoughts
Finding yourself snacking in front of the television
It could also be that part of you wants to do something, and part of you doesn’t,
preventing you from making decisions or making progress.
Hypnosis is safe. You are guided, not led, and you will remain in control throughout.
It is beneficial for men and women, young and old.
A screening form will be sent when booking.

Meet your Tutors
and Therapists
www.kentmstc.org

Bernie Barry
Yoga Instructor | Hypnotherapist
Bernie is a yoga teacher and therapist with a background in education. She has many
years of experience of working in a clinical setting and enjoys drawing on her training
and experience to provide a gentle, balanced and supportive approach to meeting the
needs of her yoga students and hypnotherapy clients.
Bernie says “It’s a great pleasure to work at the Kent MS Therapy Centre. My aim is to
make a positive difference. It’s very rewarding to see students’ confidence, strength and
flexibility grow over time as they become more familiar with yoga practice. I’m now able
to offer classes tailored to the needs of those who have practiced yoga before as well
as classes for absolute beginners. The seated classes are ideal for those who want to
practice and experience the benefits of yoga without the challenge of the standing or
balancing yoga postures.
"Hypnosis can be used to benefit health and wellbeing in a variety of ways. A typical
hypnotherapy session with me includes suggestions for general calmness and overall
well-being which will often be felt long after the session has finished. Common health
issues that hypnotherapy can help with which are directly related to MS are tension,
stress and anxiety. Hypnotherapy can also be used to help to build confidence, self
esteem and motivation, which can have a positive impact on every aspect of daily life".
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Helen Connolly
Trainer | HR Specialist | Speaker | Traveller
Seeker of Truth, Joy, Growth and Adventure.
Some of the people who seek out Helen want a fulfilling work life AND a happy, fulfilling
personal life; without getting rundown, depleted or burnt out in the process.
Following her own experience of a Life Changing Diagnosis (LCD), Helen now works with
other LCD’ers so they feel equipped, confident and more in control of their treatment and their
life: making decisions about how they want to be shaped – not defined – by their diagnosis.
Helen’s coaching style is supportive and challenging which let’s her honour her own truth and
that of her clients. Her clients say: “I feel liberated”, “I know exactly what I want to do and
achieve each day … and how to make it happen”, “I can now see what I have to offer with
clarity…” and “Thank you. I’ve just been offered and accepted my dream job.”
Helen says “I’m really looking forward to working with those with long term health conditions
and their carers through the Centre’s Click and Connect programme”
Helen is an In-house Coach for One of Many (the fastest growing women’s leadership
community in the UK), a OOM Certified Trainer, a Fellow CIPD, Leadership Emotional
Intelligence Coach, a trained Mediator, NLP Master Practitioner, Assertiveness Trainer,
Action-Learning Set Facilitator, BA Honours and Dip.Ed.
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Ana Garrancho
Counsellor | Coach | Mentor
Hi, I’m Ana, a coach and enduring, self-confessed and incurable optimist
dedicated to coaching you to become the leader you most want to be in
life and career.
After a few challenging corporate jobs, my health became fragile and I
received a difficult diagnosis. Since then I have worked to find balance
between my health, career and life as a woman, wife and mother. I realised
that the solution wasn’t working hard to find that balance. On the contrary,
it was all about simplifying and using a combination of simple strategies
to make my life easier, so I would have more time for myself and family
alongside with building up my dream career.
I have since completed a BA (Hons) in Counselling, Coaching and
Mentoring at CCCU and postgraduate study in Neuroscience of Emotions.
I love to learn and use my knowledge to empower people to improve their
life. I very much look forward to working with the MS Therapy Centre and
being part of the MS Click and Connect programme.
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Lucy Hart
Member | Volunteer
I am currently running the KMSTC Book Club. Before lockdown I was
training to administer Action Potential Simulation and helping with the
oxygen therapy chamber once a week at the Centre. I started to volunteer
at the centre last year as I was so grateful to KMSTC for the help and
support they had given me when I had been very unwell. I had been stuck
at home for a couple of years. I have met some lovely people through the
Centre and have been lucky enough to make some good friends. My health
is much better at the moment and I wanted to be able to give something
back.
I live with my husband, teenage son and daughter, 3 cats, dog, chickens
and sheep. I love to garden and have belonged to various choirs. I love to
read, this is why running the reading group is such a pleasure for me.
I was previously an occupational Therapist. I am currently setting up a
business with my husband to find invasive plants with a specially trained
dog.
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Avril Hooker
MS Specialist Counsellor
I am a qualified Humanistic/Person Centred
Counsellor and have been working with people with MS for
some 13 years. Since the end of March I have been offering
Counselling sessions over the telephone and they have proved
very successful.
These are challenging times for all of us and for those who
have been isolated from friends and family there is a need to
talk about their concerns not only for themselves but also for
those around them. The sessions are for 50 minutes and I try
to work as flexibly as I can so that the service is accessible
to those who may need it.
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Kim Lloyd
Singing Coach
A musician for most of her life, Kim has performed as a solo artist, as part
of a band and in many musical theatre productions in a variety of settings
and genres. Over the last 12 years Kim has focussed her work on teaching,
in secondary school, choirs and then privately as a vocal coach and piano
teacher for students of all ages.
Community choirs have been part of her life for the last 7 years and Kim is
delighted to have had the privilege of working with some amazing and
wonderful people in these settings.
Kim says, 'There is nothing like singing together to lift and nourish the soul.
The only thing better than singing - is more singing!'
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Lorraine Millard
Psychotherapist, Mindfulness Instructor
Lorraine Millard is a UKCP accredited Psychotherapist and Supervisor
with over 30 years experience in varied settings. Lorraine believes that
first and foremost a safe and trusting relationship with clients should
be developed in order to establish the motivation to start work on the
realisations or changes that are needed to make their lives as easeful,
satisfying and joyful as possible, discovering or reclaiming a sense of
meaning, purpose and creativity. Her next priority is to help relieve any
debilitating and negative habits and thought patterns which restrict
their lives or compound their sense of suffering.
In order to do this Lorraine calls upon a variety of techniques drawn
from psychology, Integrative Psychotherapy, Transpersonal Therapy
and Mindfulness.
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Amelia Mulvey
Artist
Teaching Art has always played a part in my adult life – I love to share and
explore the endless possibilities that making art can offer us.
My professional experience extends from teaching art in secondary
schools in London and South Wales, to lecturing in Higher Education in the
Midlands. I gained my degree in London and later furthered my art practice
in Birmingham by completing an MA in Fine Art. I followed this with a
MPhil at Loughborough University. Whilst raising our family in Wales I
sought out the healing attributes of complimentary medicine. My work
with flower essences stems from this time – although I qualified as an
Australian Bush Flower therapist years later.
Now I live with my husband in Whitstable and teach art to small groups
from my studio. I also give seminars and workshops where I use art works
to enhance the understanding of how the flower essences work – that is,
throughout our emotional, mental and spiritual selves. We all have the
potential to find our own unique ability to truly express our creativity. I
offer a reflective and a hands on approach to making and appreciating art.
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Deborah Noakes
Holistic Therapist
Deborah has been a holistic therapist for 17 years, she loves her work and
feels very lucky to have met some wonderful people.
She loves travel and often tries to combine this with learning a new
therapy. She has studied Ayurveda in India and Thai Massage in Thailand.
She has also studied extensively in the UK.
Deborah says, "Being a freelance holistic therapist has given me the
opportunity to work at many wonderful and diverse places and venues
such as music festivals, luxury spas and of course amazing places like the
MS Therapy Centre where I have worked with such inspiring people".
She is always looking for new and exciting therapies to practise and has
recently qualified as a Sound Therapist and has started her Meditation
Teachers Diploma and Laughter therapy diploma.
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Clare Triggs
Neuro-Physio
Clare has been working as a physiotherapist since 2001 and has
gained experience in the NHS, Military and private settings. She has
developed her skills in both complex trauma, amputees and
neurological rehabilitation.
Clare has developed a keen interest in aquatic therapy, and the use of
clinical Pilates to help people with MS regain strength, balance and
promote independence. She has worked for The Kent MS Therapy
Centre for five years and has helped develop a physiotherapist and
assistant led Hydrotherapy service.
Clare says, "I’m really pleased to be able to offer both seated and mat
based Pilates classes for people with MS as it means people are
not excluded due to their level of ability and I’m really looking forward
to running the online Falls Prevention Course”
KMSTC | Click & Connect

Art Workshop

Full Programme & Materials

Week 1: Fruits of the Earth – In this session we will identify earth colours in a painting by Paul
Cézanne, 1839-1906. Cézanne was a post-impressionist who radically changed the way art was
explored. He offered a new approach to interpreting the world around him in paint. We will explore
earth colours and how to mix them and will start a painting of fruit. We will explore how colour reflects
the energy of the earth, and how your use of colour reflects your own energy.
Materials. Acrylic or poster paint. 2 bristle brushes 1 sable brush. Cartridge paper. Plate
or palette to mix paint on. 2 glass jars of water. A knife. Chopping board. Up to 3 pieces of fruit, one
piece cut open.

Week 3: Seeds – In this session we will draw a seed head in black Indian ink. Make use of a sharp
stick, pen or biro for dynamic lines. Softer areas could be applied with your finger or a cotton bud etc.
Materials. It’s good to work in a sketch book if you have one, because you can jot down your ideas and
capture things that interest you. You could always take a photo. Sketching gives you the freedom to
make use of biros, blunt pencils and even makeup!
Homework. Dedicate a book for sketches, blank, lined or blank and lined pages. Pocket sized books
are helpful, sometimes diaries fit the bill! I find starting on the first page can be off putting – just be
sure to date your sketch and perhaps write notes to accompany it.

Homework. Work further on the painting you have started – take your time, but be bold!
Week 2: Making meaningful marks – in this session we push our abilities by freeing our mark making
up! Using tools that we have made, or innovated, broadens our understanding that marks have
meaning. Cy Twombly was an Abstract Expressionist and a prominent artist of his generation. For
Twombly, the past was the source of energy that inspired the creation of contemporary art. His marks
tell a story and create an atmosphere. I also include two drawings by Rembrandt who employed the
same kind of marks generations before!
Materials. Several cut up pieces from a cardboard box. Cocktail stick or kebab sticks. Pieces of
sponge. Clothes peg. Cotton wool buds. Rag. Paper towel. Scissors. Sharp knife, (Stanley knife). Bristle
paint brush.

Week 4: Autumn leaves – in this session we explore the work of Georgia O'Keefe 1887- 1986. O'Keefe
was known as the founder of American modernism. More precisely her work was termed 'percisionist'.
O'Keefe painted distinctively large paintings of flower parts and natural forms. We will reflect, in the
light of her painting Autumn leaves, how you might approach a study of your autumn leaf collection.
Materials. Mixed media – oil pastel, ink, paint and crayons, plus the techniques and tools you
have explored last week. Collect several leaves that are turning colour.
Homework. Either carry on with your study, or explore the possibilities of working much larger.

Cont/...
Homework. Prepare a piece of cardboard, perhaps cut from a cardboard box and prime it ready to
paint on with your acrylic paint, or as a base for oil pastel, poster paint – even household paint – in
session 5. I often use emulsion as a primer. PVA glue works too. The buff colour of the card
showing through the primed layer is a good background for coloured work.

Art Workshop

Full Programme & Materials

Weeks 5 & 6: Autumn landscape – the view from your window – in this session I have chosen a
landscape painting by Maurice de Vlaminck, 1876-1958. Vlaminck was known as a fauvist – his
paintings were full of movement and highly coloured. We explore Vlaminck's brush marks and his
perception of colour in this autumn scene. As we will be devoting 2 sessions to your view I will be
exploring and discussing everyone’s landscape individually in session 6.
Materials. Acrylic or poster paint, or oil pastel. 2 bristle brushes 1 sable brush. Plate or palette to mix
paint on. 2 glass jars of water. Primed card board.
Homework. Take a number of skyscape photos. This means you will have a low horizon, or no horizon,
just cloud and sky. Really search for the colours you can detect and make an annotated sketch from
one of your photos.
Week 7: Winter warmth – in this session we explore what is very close to us, in texture, feel and
attachment – I'm referring to the clothes that keep us warm! This session focuses on a close look at
our cosiest garments, those we retreat into for comfort. We reflect on Rembrandt's self-portrait and a
still life of folded clothes by Joseph Solman.
Materials. Choose your favourite medium to draw or paint with. Think carefully about whether you
work on paper, primed card board or choose a cheap canvas. I advise you to work on a softly coloured
ground, such as a pale wash of brown or ochre as this will enhance and add depth to your colour or
drawn marks.
Week 8: Gold – in this last session we look at a wooded landscape by Gustav Klimt, 1862 – 1918, an
Austrian symbolist painter. I have also chosen a poem by Robert Frost that contemplates the transition
of colour and nature. Klimt's painting seems to celebrate a quiet, sacred quality that the shedding of
autumn leaves engenders.

Nature's first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf's a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf,
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day
Nothing gold can stay.
~Robert Frost
Time to reflect on your own feelings of what autumn means to you. Choose a piece of work from all
the art you have created in this course to talk and share with us all. Later I hope to be able to exhibit
your work in the Centre. And please carry on, either working from imagination – and if you look up
Klimt's work you will see how much he loved to add fantasy and gold to his paintings – or take an area
that you have explored with me and expand!
Materials
Acrylic or poster paint. 2 bristle brushes and 1 sable brush. Cartridge paper A4 and larger if possible.
Plate or palette to mix paint on. Cut up pieces from a cardboard box. Cocktail stick or kebab sticks.
Pieces of sponge. Clothes peg. Cotton wool buds. Rag. Paper towel. Scissors. Sharp knife, (stanley
knife). Oil pastels. Black Indian ink, black paint would do. Cardboard box to hand to make a primed
surface to paint on. Cheap canvas. PVA glue.
Good supplier of art equipment on line:
https://www.jacksonsart.com
https://www.greatart.co.uk
https://www.cowlingandwilcox.com
Cowling and Wilcox Canterbury.
Some supplies can be found in The Works in Canterbury, (and good for cheap canvases), but choose
carefully!

Click and Connect Timetable - Autumn 2020
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

10am

11am

Art Workshop
11am – 12 noon
14/9 – 2/11

12 noon

Mindfulness
12 noon – 1pm
14/9 – 2/11

1pm

When Sh*[f]t Happens
1pm – 2pm
14/9 – 2/11

2pm

Saturday

Mat-based Pilates

Beginners’ Seated Yoga

10.30am – 11.30am

10am – 11am

18/9 – 6/11

19/9 – 7/11

Anxiety Workshop

Seated Pilates

Intermediate Seated Yoga

Singing from the Sofa

Mat Work Yoga

11.30am – 12.30pm

11am – 11.45am

11am – 12 noon

11am – 12 noon

11.30am – 12.30pm

15/9 – 3/11

16/9 – 4/11

17/9 – 5/11

19/9 – 6/11

19/9 – 7/11

Falls Prevention
1.30pm – 2.15pm
17/9 – 8/11
KMSTC Book Club
Monthly
11/9, 27/10, 24/11, 22/12

And relax…
2pm – 2.30pm
16/9 – 4/11
1:1 MS Specialist Counselling with Avril Hooker

By
Appointment

Legend:

Friday

1:1 Hypnotherapy with Bernie Barry

MS Members Only

MS Members and Carers

MS Members, Associate Members, Associate Family Members,
Carers and anyone with MS

Want to make a booking?
Email
info@kentmstc.org

Phone
01227 470876

Office Address
Bradbury House, Merton Lane North Canterbury, Kent CT4 7DZ

Registered charity number: 801382
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